
 

 

 

Klara & Martin,  

 

Tania and I wanted to take this opportunity to thank both of you for the amazing experience you gave 

our son over the last year. As you can imagine, relocating to a new country with a toddler is difficult in 

its own right. As new parents, trying to find our son's first school, as both my wife and I work, did not 

make the thought of moving any easier, particularly that we did not know what to expect as we had 

never looked for schools before.  

 

Then, we met Klara....from the first interaction we had with her, we were incredibly impressed......the 

kindness, the professionalism, the catering to our needs and requests......to be honest, I initially 

thought it was an oversell, but little did I know then that it was all real.  

 

We are very attached to our son, as he is to us, so separation anxiety is something that he 

experiences quite often (he cries even when I have to run down to the storage room for 3 

minutes)......by the second day of school, he would not even look back when I would drop him off, 

which did hurt my ego a little bit :-), however it did not matter as I saw he was very happy to be 

there and in his element.....the pictures that you would consistently send us had him beaming, and 

that wasn't just him as we did notice the other kids in that mind set as well......the friendliness of the 

teaching staff and their personal attachment to our kids is evident as all the teachers in the school 

knew my son's name and he would gravitate towards all of them......this is where the concept of "it 

starts from the top" definitely shows.....  

 

I had read once that there are many prerequisites to success: hard work, perseverance, performance, 

quality, etc.....however, those prerequisites don't necessarily mean that you will succeed......what 

does make the difference is heart and passion.......and that is exactly why we chose NestLingue.......it 

wasn't only the education system, the respect, the cleanliness, the student-teacher ratio or the quality 

(those were all expected), it was how emotionally vested Klara and you are and how much you 

actually personalize and care; the by-product of all of this is how our son has developed over the last 

year and how proud we are of him.  

 

I wanted to thank both of you again for making this such a memorable and pleasant experience for 

us.......unfortunately, I have a feeling that the bar we have set for our expectations is too high now for 

Muni's next school.......you will always be remembered and truly missed.  

 

Ziad, Tania & Muneer 


